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Appraising heavy equipment requires a strong partner.
For the most distinct items you insure, an average appraisal service won’t cut it. IAnet confidently handles
everything in the heavy equipment segment because we don’t accept average. We demand exceptional,
and that’s what you’ll receive — from claim submission to completed appraisal.

What makes IAnet different?
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ACCURACY. SPEED. CHOICE.
Every member of our team has the same goal: to get you
everything you need and get it right the first time, all within
industry-leading cycle time. Our nationwide network
of appraisers and adjusters features heavy equipment
specialists we trust based on an exhaustive review of
their work. Our customer service team gives you a single
point of contact, tracks your claim and provides updates
throughout the process. Our AccuracyAudit™ ensures
your files are complete and compliant when returned.

What does IAnet offer?
VERSATILITY.

POLICY HOLDER

CLAIMS OFFICE

Submits claim

Sends assignment
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Assigned to
appraiser (IA)
Dispatch receives
assignment

Supplements
(if necessary)

Field
appraisal

Desk
review
Receives funds

Receives approved appraisal

AccuracyAudit

™

Appraisal audited by
Material Damage
Audit Team
Appraisal electronically
scrubbed

Total-loss form
(if necessary)

Which services are included?
THE CHOICE IS YOURS.

We follow your guidelines, adhere to your technology and
keep your staff up to date while we manage the entire
appraisal process. In short, we extend your capabilities
without expending your valuable resources, regardless of
the type of heavy equipment you insure or the technology
you utilize.
Heavy Equipment

Estimating Services

• Semi tractors and trailers

• Duncan Systems RV software

• Recreational vehicles (RVs)

• Mitchell TruckEst™

• Construction equipment

• TruckWriter Estimator™

• Farm equipment and
implements

Technology Platforms

Valuation Services

• AudaExplore

• AudaExplore AutoSource®

• Mitchell

• DCI Solution

• NuGen IT

• CCC

• Performance Gateway
• Any proprietary or in-house
software

Whether you process a few dozen claims a year or
thousands, a penny here and there adds up. We help you
spend them wisely with customized packages that allow you
to choose the level of service you require, eliminating waste
and saving you money. Whatever you need — additional
inspections, follow-up investigations, associated liability
claims and more — we’ll develop a plan that works for you.

Where does IAnet operate?
ANYWHERE YOU NEED US.
We handle appraisals in all 50 states and Canada.
For more details, see our coverage map at
ianetwork.net/coverage-area.
Every day, we help companies across the country
reduce costs and improve their business. We’ll do
it for you, too. Find out how by contacting us via
any of the options below.
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